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What do we know about the molecular evolution of functional protein condensation? The
capacity of proteins to form biomolecular condensates (compact, protein-rich states, not
bound by membranes, but still separated from the rest of the contents of the cell)
appears in many cases to be bestowed by weak, transient interactions within one or
between proteins. Natural selection is expected to remove or fix amino acid changes,
insertions or deletions that preserve and change this condensation capacity when doing
so is beneficial to the cell. A few recent studies have begun to explore this frontier of phy-
logenetics at the intersection of biophysics and cell biology.

Introduction
Protein condensation [1], which is thought to occur through liquid–liquid phase separation (but see
[2]), is increasingly appreciated as a biophysical mechanism underlying cellular organization and regu-
lation, alongside its well-appreciated role in disease [1,3,4]. Hence, we distinguish ‘functional’ protein
condensates, such as the nuclear pore [5,6] or stress granule [7], from those caused by irreversible
protein aggregation [8] or liquid–liquid phase separation of lens proteins in cold cataract [9,10],
which are thought to be deleterious forms of condensation. These functional condensates are typically
reversible, and held together by transient, weak, multivalent interactions that give them liquid or
gel-like properties [4,11]. Although they are not surrounded by a membrane, they can function as
‘membraneless’ organelles and other flexible cellular structures.
Here we focus on recent insights into the evolution of functional protein condensate formation.

Natural selection is widely appreciated to remove mutations that lead to protein mis-folding and
aggregation [12,13], presumably limiting these processes to a large extent. On the other hand, func-
tional protein condensates have the potential to be important in evolution. For example, liquid–liquid
phase separation can spontaneously yield simple compartments, which are thought to be critical
ingredients for the origin of life [14]. Similarly, protein condensates can reduce noise in protein
expression, which can be beneficial in certain environments [15]. Proteins with condensation capacity
often exhibit conformational flexibility and intrinsic disorder, which may be associated with greater
evolutionary flexibility [16]. Until recently, however, few studies had directly addressed the molecular
evolution of functional protein condensates.
There are two major strategies to the study evolution of protein function, both of which are challen-

ging to apply to functional protein condensates. The direct approach is to measure the functions of
interest in proteins from multiple species or reconstructed ancestors, usually in a controlled transgenic
model organism setting or in vitro [17,18]. However, because measuring functional protein condensa-
tion requires advanced biochemical and microscopy expertize [2,19] only a few studies have applied
this approach [20,21]. The indirect approach is to identify amino acid domains or residues that are
necessary and sufficient for the protein function, and then study the evolution of those regions in
multiple sequence alignments. With the availability of protein sequences from many organisms, the
latter approach is scalable and cost efficient, and such studies are beginning to appear [22]. However,
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because formation of protein condensates is frequently associated with intrinsically disordered, repetitive and
low-complexity regions (e.g. [23,24]), it is often difficult to identify a few key residues required for condensation
[25] or make reliable multiple sequence alignments [24]. Furthermore, the wide diversity of interactions [26]
and sequence patterns [27] associated with protein condensation limits the generality of the approach.
Nevertheless, through the application of these and other creative approaches to several model proteins, we

can now begin to form hypotheses about the evolutionary conservation, tinkering and origin of functional
protein condensation (Figure 1). Here we review some recent findings and discuss possible connections with
other aspects of protein evolution.

Condensation capacity of proteins involved in ancient
eukaryotic cellular mechanisms, such as nuclear transport
and translation, is often conserved over long evolutionary
time
The nuclear pore complex is among the most well-studied protein condensates in the cell. It contains numerous
long intrinsically disordered regions, peppered with short phenylalanine and glycine containing motifs, such
that the proteins containing these are referred to as FG-nups [6,28]. Condensates containing FG-nups are
thought to be a key part of the biophysical mechanisms that establish selectivity of the nuclear pore [29] by
only allowing diffusion through the condensate of cargo bound to so-called Karyopherins or transport proteins
[30] that interact favorably with the condensate [5,6,28,29]. Although it remains difficult to directly assess the
importance of protein condensation of FG-nups in living cells and homology is difficult to establish for these
rapidly evolving subunits, FG-nups from many eukaryotes have been shown directly to form condensates [21].
This suggests that the condensation capacity of these proteins has been conserved since the common ancestor
of eukaryotic cells (Figure 1a). This is consistent with the idea that the relatively stable internal environment of

Figure 1. Evolution of functional protein condensates.

(a) Shows an ancestral eukaryotic cell including protein condensates: nuclear pores (red) and stress granules (green). When

these condensates perform important functions, lineages (grey lines) preserve them. (b) Mutations that alter the material

properties of nuclear pores and deleteriously impact function (brown and orange) lead to lineages that go extinct (grey lines

with flat ends). (c) Innovation of an extracellular condensate (blue) is beneficial and is therefore preserved by natural selection.

(d) Evolutionary tinkering leads to modulation of critical temperature for stress granule formation (green) in closely related

lineages that matches changes in maximum growth temperature (yellow sun vs. grey clouds).
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the cell, leads to stable selection pressure that will preserve cellular features [31], constraining the biophysical
properties of proteins [32] (Figure 1b), even when their sequences diverge.
In contrast with the nuclear pore, which can be considered a ‘constitutive’ protein condensate because it is part

of the basic cellular machinery, there are several examples where the regulated formation of condensates or hubs
(local regions of high protein density) are involved in transcription [33–35] and translation [36]. In well-studied
examples in protein translation, condensate formation may protect key proteins from damage [37] or sequester
essential factors and associated RNAs within the condensed particles [20,24]. In one of these cases, evolutionary
analysis of ‘unalignable’ (little or no sequence similarity detectible in alignments) disordered sequences from a
key protein involved in translation [24] revealed conserved sequence properties that turned out to be important
for the formation of the condensate in vivo and in vitro, implying ancient conservation of the condensation cap-
acity. In a more direct example, studies characterizing condensate formation due to disordered regions were per-
formed independently on DEAD-box helicase homologs from yeast (Ded1, [20]), nematode (LAF-1, [38]) and
human (DDX3X, [39], DDX4 [40]). These DEAD-box helicases all contain arginine and glycine repeats (includ-
ing the RGG consensus repeats) and aromatic residues (Figure 2a) and the spacing of these elements in the
primary sequence appears to be important for condensation capacity [40,41], likely due to cation–pi and pi–pi
interactions [40,42]. Thus, the capacity of intrinsically disordered regions from DEAD-box helicases to form con-
densates has likely been preserved at least since the divergence of animals and fungi, along with the underlying
sequence features and molecular interactions. Indeed, DEAD-box helicase homologs have been proposed to be
key regulators of membraneless compartments that control many aspects of RNA-processing and regulation [43].
These cases illustrate that both constitutive and regulated protein condensation can be preserved over very long

evolutionary time-scales, presumably due to strong functional constraints. Interestingly, despite these strong con-
straints, there is often little sequence similarity detectible in alignments of the disordered protein regions known

Figure 2. Conservation and evolution of condensate formation capacity in the DDX3 family members.

(a) Sequence alignment of DDX3 homologs from S. cerevisiae (Ded1, indicated as S. cer), human (DDX3X, indicated as H. sap), C. elegans (LAF-1,

indicated as C. ele). R or G residues indicated as cyan, Y or F residues are indicated as magenta. Box indicates a highly conserved EIF4E binding

motif [79]. Underlined residues indicate non-conserved exact matches to the RGG repeat consensus. (b) Observed values of sequence-distributed

molecular features associated with condensate formation in the homologs of the Ded1 N-terminal IDR of S. cerevisiae and related yeast [80]

(arrows) compared with the distribution of these features estimated from simulated versions of Ded1 N-terminal IDR homologs (indicated by grey

trace, n = 1000 simulations, IDR predictions and simulated sequences are from [46]). Sequence-distributed molecular features include aromatic

residues (defined as Y, W or F, indicated by magenta arrow), R or G repeats (number of times at least two R or Gs are observed in a row, indicated

by cyan arrow), the PScore [42] and kappa [47] (indicated by black and grey arrows, respectively). Because the PScore cannot be computed on

sequences less than 140 residues, the N-terminal IDRs were concatenated to the extant RNA binding Ded1 domains, but the C-terminal IDRs were

excluded (One species was excluded from the PScore analysis because the RNA binding domain was missing from the gene prediction). (c)

Temperature of heat stress onset is correlated with observed Ded1 condensate formation in vivo among three species of fungi (indicated adjacent

to symbols, data are from [20]).
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to be important (Figure 2a). Despite being ‘unalignable’, these proteins appear to preserve molecular features that
are distributed across their sequences [44–46], such as aromatic residues and short repeat elements. To test for
the conservation of these sequence-distributed molecular features, we have begun comparing the molecular fea-
tures computed from sets of homologous sequences to those expected based on simulations of protein evolution
[44–46]. For example, in the case of the yeast DDX3 homolog, Ded1, we find evidence (Figure 2b) for preserva-
tion of the aromatic residues, R or G repeats and long-range pi–pi interaction-driven propensity to phase-separate
(summarized by the PScore [42]) and to a lesser extent the patterning of charged residues (summarized by kappa
[47]) among closely related fungi. Other methods designed for analysis of disordered protein evolution are also
beginning to appear, and these may also be useful in the analysis of regions important for condensation [48]. We
believe that disordered protein regions evolve under a regime of stabilizing selection, where sequence-distributed
molecular features important for function are preserved, but the diversity of protein sequences can grow very
large [45,49]. This model may also explain why proteins that are unalignable (or show high levels of sequence
divergence) support highly conserved functional condensation capacity.

Evidence for adaptive tinkering with condensation capacity
The case of the DEAD-box helicases is also particularly illustrative because in one study, the authors reported
evidence for adaptive divergence of the quantitative capacity of the protein for condensation. Alongside its
function in translation of stem–loop containing mRNAs [50], heat-induced condensation of the yeast
DEAD-box homolog, Ded1, was found to be a key translational switch in the heat-shock response [20]. Thus,
in this case, condensate formation appears to be linked to cell survival in the fluctuating environment, in con-
trast with the relatively stable selection pressure expected on the nuclear pore or basic translational mechan-
isms. Remarkably, orthologs from different species of fungi showed distinct temperature thresholds for their
heat-induced condensation dynamics [20] and these temperatures were correlated with the temperature growth
ranges of these species (Figure 2c). This is consistent with the idea that all DDX3 orthologs are involved in
translational regulation and can be regulated by protein condensation, but that natural selection has acted to
fine-tune the condensation forming capacity of the Ded1 homologs in fungi to match the environmental condi-
tions. Thus quantitative alteration of condensate formation can underlie the diversification of protein function
(Figure 1d), even though the property has been preserved over very long time-scales.
In another case, unpublished results suggest that the condensation capacity of an RNA binding protein

mutated in several human diseases (FUS) evolved adaptively in the primate lineage, leading to increased pro-
pensity for intrinsic disorder and phosphorylation [22]. In this case, the authors used both well-established
molecular evolution analysis based on sequence alignments [51] as well as innovative applications of methods
to detect biased evolution of amino acid composition [52] and application of comparative phylogenetic
methods [53] to detect selection on phosphorylation sites [54]. As in the case of Ded1, this adaptive tuning in
recent evolutionary history apparently occurs in a background of ancient evolutionary conservation, as FUS is
part of an ancient gene family whose other members (TAF15 and EWS) also show capacity for protein conden-
sate formation [55], indicating that this capacity has been preserved since their common ancestor. In perhaps
the most complicated example of evolutionary tinkering reported to date, mammal-specific, tissue-specific alter-
native splicing of a short disordered exon appears to modulate the condensate formation capacity of a splicing
regulator [56]. Although the adaptive significance of these examples in the organismal context is not clear, they
illustrate the possibility of evolutionary fine-tuning of regulatory condensate formation.
In-so-far as protein condensate formation is a regulatory mechanism, evolution is expected to operate on it

as with other layers of molecular regulation [57–59], and thus evolutionary tinkering [60] with condensate for-
mation capacity represents an unappreciated form of regulatory evolution [61]. Evolutionary changes in con-
densates are therefore expected to contribute to diversity between closely related organisms (Figure 1d) [62].

Origins of functional condensates and evolutionary
novelties
Perhaps most interesting from the perspective of molecular evolution, is the ‘origin’ of condensation capacity,
and whether it underlies new cellular or organismal traits. For example, the elastin protein, essential for the
elastic properties of many vertebrate tissues [63], self-assembles through a process of phase separation [64].
This protein appears to represent an evolutionary novelty, as it is not found outside of the vertebrates [65,66].
Elastin is a highly repetitive, low-complexity protein, and it does not appear to share common ancestors with
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other connective tissue proteins. Hence, it appears that the capacity for functional condensation appeared
‘de novo’ in the ancestral elastin protein and was preserved ever since (Figure 1c) [65,66]. Two other,
less-understood examples that may represent extraordinary evolutionary innovation due to condensate forma-
tion capacity are spider silk proteins, spidroidins [67,68] and tardigrade specific intrinsically disordered proteins
(TDPs, [69]). Spidroidins clearly have self-assembly properties [68] and are enriched in sequence-repeats that
have been suggested to be preserved by stabilizing selection [67]. TDPs are not found in other clades and are
thought to be specifically up-regulated in response to desiccation to form glass-like condensates [69]. Perhaps
even more than the elastic properties of vertebrate connective tissues, silks from orb-weaving spiders and
extreme desiccation tolerance of tardigrades are evolutionary innovations based on condensate formation that
may drive evolutionary biologists to consider the natural history of this biophysical process.
If we can generalize from the elastin model, since low-complexity, repetitive protein sequences are relatively

‘easy’ to evolve from random DNA repeats, condensation capacity may arise repeatedly over evolution as bio-
chemical ‘hopeful monsters.’ [70] Because low complexity sequences are mutagenic, they may even facilitate
their own rapid evolution [71]. In rare cases, whether regulatory or structural, these evolutionary novelties may
prove beneficial and be preserved (Figure 1c). This process could happen as both de novo gene birth (as in the
case of elastin), but also as an addition or extension of a repetitive region in an ancestral functioning protein.
This latter case is perhaps of most interest as a model system because if it can be established that the ancestral
protein did not undergo condensation, a protein like this could be used to establish the evolutionary mechan-
ism of the origin of functional condensation capacity.

Outlook: understanding of sequences will enable
evolutionary studies of functional protein condensation
There is currently intense research interest in identifying the primary sequence features that are necessary and
sufficient to bestow condensation capacity to proteins (e.g. [41,72]) and to develop accurate predictors of this
capacity [27]. Identification of these sequence features will not only improve understanding of the biophysical
process of condensation, but also facilitate evolutionary analysis. The challenge should not be underestimated:
because there are many interactions that drive protein condensation [26], sequence features are expected to be
diverse [27] (possibly specific to individual proteins) and not all proteins that appear in condensates contain
sequences that are necessary and sufficient for condensation [73,74]. Furthermore, both elastin and spidroidins
are highly repetitive proteins and are difficult to study using biochemistry or bioinformatics. It will be of great
interest to identify model systems for the origin of evolutionary novelty based on protein sequences more
amenable to bioinformatics and biochemistry (for example, based on motif-domain interactions [75]), ideally
in an experimentally tractable model system.
Once identified, qualitative and quantitative analysis of sequence features can be done within the established

comparative phylogenetic framework [53] or using the new theory developed specifically for the evolution of
cell biological traits [76]. For example, if the sequence features that determine the temperature of in vivo con-
densation among Ded1 homologs were known, the evolutionary covariation with growth temperature among a
much larger number of species could be analyzed using existing approaches. Just as is currently done for evolu-
tionary analysis guided by structure-function maps in proteins of evolutionary interest (e.g. [77,78]) these
sequence-feature analyses will provide hypotheses for direct experiments to characterize the evolution of phase
separation capacity of proteins in vitro and in vivo, where possible.

Perspectives
• Functional protein condensates represent a new frontier in evolutionary cell biology.

• Recent studies offer glimpses into the evolution of functional protein condensate formation.

• Creative new approaches based on key sequence features of disordered proteins will enable
evolutionary analysis.
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